Abstract: Relations for possible local quasars are studied: the "mass-radius", "density-mass", and "radius-density" relations. These relations show clear fragmentation and which is due to the presence of parallel sequences of observations. The cause for this unusual fragmentation is the presence of a term depending on r gr /r q in each respective relation. It seems therefore that fragmentation in these relations is due to evolution of quasars: as QSOs evolve, the ratio r gr /r q takes a sequence of discrete values and for each of these values there is a corresponding (different) relation. Each one of these three relations: "mass-radius", "density-mass", and "radius-density" evolve with the evolution of r gr /r q , building a "family" of relations.
INTRODUCTION
Studies of possible local quasars were recently carried out in [1] [2] [3] . The results of these studies seem to be consistent with the following concepts:
-Local quasars exist around some low redshift galaxies, possibly being ejected by the active galactic nuclei of these (parent) galaxies [4-29, and references therein].
-The observed quasar redshifts are composed of three components: cosmological redshift, gravitational (intrinsic) reddening, and Doppler shift [30] .
-Local quasars evolve with increasing radii and luminosities, and with decreasing densities and redshifts [1] [2] [3] .
-The cause of quasar evolution, as well as the cause of several relations, found for local quasars could be disintegration of some primordial, dense matter, suggested by Ambartsumian [31] .
-Local quasars evolve into small mass, companion galaxies [32, 33] .
Relations for possible local quasars were found in [1] [2] [3] . Some of these relations seem to be unusually fragmented: the "mass-radius", the "density-mass", and the "radiusdensity" relations [3] . The unusually fragmented shapes of *Address correspondence to this author at the Institute of Astronomy and National Astronomical Obseravatory, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Sofia, Bulgaria; Tel: 029741910; Fax: 029741910; E-mail: kiril_panov@yahoo.com these diagrams (see Figs. 1-3 ) are due to the presence of parallel sequences of observations, apparently having the same slope. Apparently, some of these parallel sequences are more densely "populated" with QSOs than others. This strange appearance does not look as being caused by random errors and it may even cast doubt on the procedure used in [1] [2] [3] .
Could the peculiar fragmentation mentioned above be due to the evolution of quasars? To answer this question, some theoretical treatment is necessary.
In [3] , a linear density relation was obtained and applied to quasars and stars. It would be interesting to study if the same relation could hold also for planets and satellites.
THE "MASS-RADIUS" RELATION
From Eq. (10) of [3] , we have for the quasars' density: 
here r gr and r q are the gravitational radius and the quasar radius, and G and c are the gravitational constant and the velocity of light, respectively. With simple transformations we get for the mass-radius ratio:
Further we get (in the cm, g, s-system):
log m q = 27.83 + log r q + log (r gr /r q )
Eq. (3) is the "mass-radius" relation, found in [1] and confirmed in [2] [3] . However, from Eq. (3) it is apparent that an additional term is present, depending on r gr /r q .
Fig. (1).
The relation "mass-radius" for 341 sample quasars (dots). The lowest sequence of QSOs corresponds to r gr /r q = 0.11. The same relation is shown also for stars (crosses), as mean values for O5, B0, B5,…,M5.
Fig. (2).
Relation "density-mass" for the sample of 341 quasars (dots). The lowest sequence corresponds to r gr /r q = 0.11. The same relation is shown for stars (crosses), as mean values for O5, B0, B5,…., M5. Fig. (3) . Relation "radius-density" for 341 sample quasars. The lowest sequence corresponds to r gr /r q = 0.11. for r gr /r q = 0.11, log m q = 26.87 + log r q for r gr /r q = 0.41, log m q = 27.44 + log r q (4) …………………………………………………..
for r gr /r q = 0.92, log m q = 27.79 + log r q …………………………………………………..
for r gr /r q = 1.0 , log m q = 27.83 + log r q
The family of Eqs. (4) defines a family of parallel lines with a slope of 1, and which are indeed seen in Fig. (1) . The lowest line corresponds to r gr /r q = 0.11, and in direction of increasing values of r gr /r q the parallel lines get closer and "converge" to a limit, corresponding to r gr /r q = 1.0. With decreasing distance between successive lines they actually become undistinguishable for high values of r gr /r q due to observational uncertainties. In order to test Eqs. (4) with the observations of QSOs, the sample of 341 QSOs [2] [3] was divided in groups, each group having the same r gr /r q . For each group the coefficients of the linear equations were evaluated which are listed in Table 1 (columns are self-explanatory).
Comparison of the coefficients of Eqs. (4) with the fit of observations is shown in columns 4 and 5 of Table 1 , and the agreement is obvious.
Using the same sample of 341 QSOs, the average relation was established [3] : log m q = 28.67 + 0.93 log r q (5)
The differences in the coefficients between Eq. (5) and Eqs. (4) are obviously due to the unequal "population" of the different parallel lines with observations. This is shown with the number of QSOs in the first column of Table 1 . If an average relation is built over the whole sample, the result will be slightly different from the coefficients in Eqs. (4). (6) Therefore, if z gr = , r gr /r q = 1. It should be noted that this limit for r gr /r q holds for any choice of the radius of reduction of quasars' densities, not only for the specific radius r = 8. 10 13 cm, chosen in [1] [2] [3] . It looks therefore that as quasars evolve so does also the ratio r gr /r q , starting (theoretically) with 1, and going down with increasing steps to 0.11 (last). Correspondingly, the "mass-radius" relation moves from the limit of convergence (r gr /r q = 1) to the lowest line (r gr /r q = 0.11) in Fig. (1) . This transition (evolution) of the "mass-radius" relation is however not continuous but proceeds in steps, according to the sequence of r gr /r q . The agreement of theory and observations ( Table 1) is satisfactory. Looking into details of Fig. (1) , the transition of the "mass-radius" relation seems to proceed with increasing radius, but with decreasing mass.
THE "DENSITY-MASS" RELATION
In Fig. ( 2), the observational diagram "density-mass" is shown for the sample of 341 QSOs [2] [3] . Again, this diagram is fragmented and parallel sequences are seen. One could start again with the Eq. (2):
With simple transformations we get:
and further: log q = 82.86 -2. log m q + 3. log (r gr /r q )
Eq. (8) is the "density-mass" relation from [1] [2] [3] and defines a family of relations, corresponding to the sequence of r gr /r q :
for r gr /r q = 0.11, log q = 79.98 -2. log m q for r gr /r q = 0.41, log q = 81.70 -2. log m q (9) …………………………………………………….. The family Eqs. (9) represents a family of parallel lines with a slope of -2, and these lines get closer in direction of increasing r gr /r q , becoming eventually undistinguishable from each other (because of observational uncertainties). From Fig. (2) , the same picture is apparent. The limiting value for r gr /r q is 1.
In [1] and [2] , an average equation "density-mass" has been determined with slightly different coefficients. Both of these relations deviate also from Eqs. (9) . The cause for that is partly in the different samples of QSOs in [1] and [2] , and partly in the distribution of observations over r gr /r q , as explained above. Using the sample of 341 QSOs [2] [3] , Eqs. (9) are fitted to the groups of QSOs with respective r gr /r q . The results are shown in Table 2 .
Comparison of observations with the theoretical values from Eqs. (9) shows satisfactory agreement. The same remark (as in the previous section) is due also for the "densitymass" relation: presumably, with the evolution of quasars evolves also r gr /r q , and the respective "density-mass" relation. The last lower line corresponds to r gr /r q = 0.11. Looking into details of Fig. (2) , the transition of the "density-mass" relation seems to proceed with decreasing density, and possibly also with a decreasing mass.
THE "RADIUS-DENSITY" RELATION
The "radius-density" relation for quasars was established in [3] . In Fig. (3) , the relation is presented for the sample of With simple transformations we get: log r q = 13.60 -log q + log (r gr /r q ) (10) This is the "radius-density" relation found in [3] . With the sequence of r gr /r q values, Eq. (10) represents a family of relations:
for r gr /r q = 0.11, log r q = 13.12 -log q for r gr /r q = 0.41, log r q = 13.41 -log q (11) ………………………………………………….
for r gr /r q = 0.92, log r q = 13.58 -log q ………………………………………………….
for r gr /r q = 1.0, log r q = 13.60 -log q
The sample of 341 QSOs [2] [3] was divided again in groups, according to respective r gr /r q , and the Eqs. (11) were fitted to observations. The results are shown in Table 3 . The comparison of theoretical and the fitting coefficients (columns 4 and 5) show satisfactory agreement. Again, the family of parallel relations (11) converges to a limit, corresponding to r gr /r q = 1. Presumably, as quasars evolve, so evolves also r gr /r q , and the "radius-density" relation evolves also stepwise, starting with r gr /r q = 1. The last lower sequence corresponds to r gr /r q = 0.11. Looking into details of Fig. (3) , it seems that the transition (evolution) of the "radius-density" relation proceeds with increasing radius and decreasing density, in agreement with the concept of disintegration.
THE LINEAR DENSITY RELATION FOR PLAN-ETS AND SATELLITES
In [3] it was shown that a linear density equation exists and which could be applied to both quasars and stars: ~ = 0. 251549. (r gr /r) (12) with ˜ being the reduced densities to a radius of 8.10 13 cm, r gr and r being the gravitational radius and the actual radius of respective object. The same equation seems to hold also for the 9 big planets of the solar system. We could try to apply relation (12) to 19 big satellites of the solar system. In Fig. (4) , a cumulative diagram is sown for planets and satellites on a logarithmic scale. The applicability of the linear density Eq. (12) is obvious.
Note that transition from planets to satellites is smooth, while there are jumps by the transition "quasars-to-stars", and "stars-to-planets". In Table 4 , data for fitting coefficients of Eq. (12) are listed for quasars, stars, planets, and satellites.
The applicability of the linear density Eq. (12) to such different structures as quasars, stars, planets, and satellites is really surprising and could have far reaching consequences for theories of their origin. It seems possible that a link between these structures could exist in their origin. The discussion of possible links will follow. Although this matter is as yet far from clear, it could present severe difficulties for the theory of gravitational collapse. Next I will turn to the previously studied relations, "mass-radius", "density-mass", and "radius-density", and try to apply these relations to stars, planets, and satellites.
CUMULATIVE DIAGRAMS FOR QSOs, STARS, AND PLANETS
The relations (3, 8, and 10) were obtained considering very general physical relations, which are expected to hold not only for quasars but also for stars and planets. Therefore, Fig. (4) . Reduced density [g/cm 3 ] to r = 8.10 13 cm, versus r gr /r for planets and satellites of the solar system. Dots -planets, empty circle -the Moon, rhombs -satellites of Jupiter (Io, Europa, Ganymede, Callisto), crossed circles -satellites of Saturn (Mimas, Enceladus, Thetis, Dione, Rhea, Titan, Iapetus), crosses -satellites of Uranus (Ariel, Umbriel, Titania, Oberon Miranda), and triangles -satellites of Neptune (Triton and Nereid). At the left lower end is Nereid. relations (3, 8, and 10) could also be expected to hold for stars and planets. Indeed, for the verification of the above assumption, the relations (3, 8, and 10) will be written again without subscripts "q" as: log m = 27.83 + log r + log (r gr /r) (13) log = 82.86 -2.log m + 3.log (r gr /r)
log r = 13.60 -log + log (r gr /r)
In relations (13) (14) (15) , the masses, radii, gravitational radii, and densities are considered separately for stars, or for planets, or for satellites, respectively. In the right side of these equations the observational values are put and the left sides (masses m, densities , and radii r) are calculated. Then these calculated values are compared with the respective observational values. The comparison is shown in Table 5 .
The agreement of observed and calculated values is satisfactory, showing that Eqs. (13) (14) (15) hold also for stars, planets, and satellites, as well as for quasars. The discrepancies between observed and calculated values are generally a few percent. Only for O-stars and for the planet Pluto discrepancies are quite large. Two factors could contribute to these discrepancies. Relations (13-15) do not take into account possible oblateness, i.e. they hold only for spherical bodies. The second factor is observational uncertainties.
In Fig. (5) , a diagram "mass-radius" is shown for quasars, stars, planets, and satellites of the solar system. Two remarks are due to this diagram. The slopes are gradually increasing from QSOs to satellites. The second remark concerns the jumps between different structures. The jump from QSOs to stars is quite large, in both masses and radii. The jump from stars to planets gets smaller, and there is no noticeable jump between planets and satellites. The cumulative diagram "mass-radius" corresponds to Eq. (13) for quasars, stars, planets, and satellites, i.e. Eq. (13) describes the whole diagram.
In Fig. (6) , the cumulative diagram "density-mass" is shown for quasars, stars, planets, and satellites of the solar Fig. (5) . Cumulative diagram of the "mass-radius" relation for quasars (dots), stars O5, B0, B5,….M5 (crosses), for 9 big planets of the solar system (encircled crosses), and for 19 satellites (triangles, the list is as in caption of Table 4 ). Fig. (6) . Cumulative diagram of the "density-mass" relation for quasars (dots), stars (crosses), the 9 big planets of the solar system (encircled crosses), and for 19 satellites (triangles, the list is as in caption of Table 4 ). . (13-15) values and observations for stars O5-M5, and for planets and satellites of Fig. (7) . Cumulative diagram of the "radius-density" relation for quasars (dots), stars (crosses), the 9 big planets of the solar system (encircled crosses), and for 19 satellites (triangles, the list is as in caption of Table 4 ).
system. The slopes of these diagrams are gradually decreasing and for satellites there is possibly no slope at all. As this slope concerns the changes of density, depending on mass, in the framework of the disintegration concept it could mean that the process (whatever it is) gets gradually less efficient, as it proceeds from quasars to satellites. This diagram corresponds to Eq. (14), which describes the whole diagram.
On Fig. (7) , the cumulative diagram "radius-density" is also shown for quasars, stars, planets, and satellites of the solar system. Trends are clearly seen for QSOs, stars, and planets in the sense that larger dimensions correspond to smaller densities. In the framework of the disintegration concept this could mean that by the evolution with decreasing density dimensions increase, as it should be expected. This diagram is described by Eq. (15) .
The similarity of respective diagrams for quasars, stars, planets and satellites raises the question, is it possible to construct a unified picture of the origin of structures of different dimensions, based on the concept of disintegration of the original dense matter?
It is now being established that there are several relations -Eqs. (13) (14) (15) , and the linear density relation (12) that hold for quasars, stars, planets and satellites. With that evidence, the conclusion seems inevitable that there has to be a link between these objects, possibly in their origin.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
The average relations "mass-radius", "density-mass", and "radius-density" for quasars were established in [1] [2] [3] . The unusual fragmentation of these diagrams (Figs. 1-3 ) may have been perceived as a strange feature and remained so far unexplained. It is now being revealed as being possibly caused by the evolution of quasars and in agreement with the disintegration concept. Each one of the above relations is actually a family of relations, and each individual relation from a family corresponds to a specific value of r gr /r q . By the evolution of quasars r gr /r q takes subsequently a series of discrete values, starting with 1. The last value in all series of relations is 0.11. Correspondingly, the respective diagram ("mass-radius", or "density-mass", or "radius-density") also evolves, and a family of relations (parallel lines) is created, each individual relation having the same slope. That explains the fragmentation mentioned above. The small differences in coefficients between this study and the "average" treatment in [1] [2] [3] are due to the fragmentation and to the unequal "population" with QSOs of each individual relation (i.e. for each r gr /r q the number of QSOs is different, see Tables 1-3 , and Fig. 8) . The agreement of all family-relations (4, 9, and 11) with the observational data is undoubtedly an additional confirmation of consistency of the procedure, outlined in [1] [2] [3] . The evolution of the "mass-radius" relation may also reveal possible decrease of mass and increase of radius (Fig. 1) . The evolution of the "density-mass" relation clearly shows the decrease of density (Fig. 2) . The evolution of the "radius-density" relation shows increasing radius with decreasing density (Fig. 3) .
The distribution of QSOs over r gr /r q is an interesting question in itself (Fig. 8) . It shows a sharp maximum at 0.89 (z gr = 1.96), and a gradual decrease of number of QSOs to smaller values of r gr /r q . The interpretation of this distribution remains unexplained but two factors may be contributing to the distribution: the initial mass-distribution of QSOs, and the "specific-evolution-times" for a transition from one r gr /r q value to the next (smaller) one. As the initial massdistribution of QSOs is unknown, it is not possible to reach conclusions about the "specific-evolution-times". Yet, Fig. (8) leaves the impression of very fast evolution from r gr /r q = 1 to r gr /r q = 0.89, and a sudden slow-down in evolution of quasars at r gr /r q = 0.89.
As shown in section 6, the Eqs. (13, 14, and 15) , describing respectively the relations for quasars: "mass-radius", "density-mass", and "radius-density", hold also for stars, planets, and satellites. This corroborates the suggestion that a unified concept of origin may be possible for different structures as quasars, stars, planets, and satellites.
The cumulative diagrams in (Figs. 5-7) show new features and raise additional questions:
• There are gaps (jumps) between the diagrams for different structures.
• The jumps decrease by the transition from quasars to planets.
• There is (possibly) no gap between the planets and the satellites.
• The trend of density over mass (Fig. 6) has a decreasing slope by the transition from quasars to planets, and for the satellites there may be no trend at all.
As density is an important mark in the disintegration concept, the decreasing density slope from quasars to planets may be an indication of gradual "exhaustion" of the process of disintegration by going to ever smaller structures.
If the concept of disintegration is correct, the jumps between diagrams for different structures may be due to the existence of different stages (successive cascades) of disintegration.
The applicability of a simple linear density relation (12) to different structures (in addition to relations (13) (14) (15) ) is another indication in favor of unified concept of origin of different structures. All these common relations may be indicating to a link in the origin of the different structures: quasars, stars, planets, and satellites. The existence of such link could suggest that all these different structures may have a common "design" by their origin. Although this matter is far from clear, the evidence of common relations could present difficulties to the theory of gravitational collapse, now generally accepted. Indeed, how could it be possible for a random process of collapses on different scales (quasars, stars, planets, or satellites) to build all these structures following common relations? A random process is not expected to follow relations of this kind. It may be that a re-considering of origin of structures is necessary and the alternative could be the concept of disintegration, as suggested by Victor Ambartsumian ~60 years ago [31] . Specific models for such a concept are not yet possible and that is the problem. 
